
Introduction
• Top-down attention filters out unwanted stimuli 

in order to attend to specific information and 
allow the ability to use preexisting knowledge

• Space-based attention (SBA) indicates relevant 
locations in our visual field

• Feature-based attention (FBA) enhances relevant 
properties of an object in our visual field

• SBA and FBA has shown to interact during 
decision making processes, but super-additive 
interactions during sensory level processing are 
not present

• How does SBA and FBA interact during sensory 
level processing? 
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• Valid SBA and FBA cues resulted to high accuracy and fast reaction 
times

• SBA resulted to fast reaction times but low accuracy relative to FBA

• FBA resulted to slow reaction times but high accuracy relative to SBA

• SBA and FBA interact independently during 
sensory level processing

• SBA independently influences the reaction time

• FBA independently influences the accuracy  

• Both SBA and FBA are interacting separately to 
directly enhance the reaction times and accuracy 
when they are both valid cues
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•Reaction time and accuracy is influenced by SBA 
and FBA independently

•Individual differences during the top-down search 
can favor one cue over the other

•It is inconclusive to determine that SBA and FBA 
interact together during perception because of the 
small sample size 

•There are social implications specifically in 
marketing advertisements because of the use of 
video promotions to the public on social media 
platforms. SBA and FBA interactions can make 
perception and manage attention more efficiently, 
thus saving time and money for these companies


